New Developments: PanelView™ Plus

Multi-Conveyor recently came up with a new faceplate on the PanelView™ for our VFD’s that saves an incredible amount of time. With the touch of the screen, you can monitor disconnect and drive statuses, manually jog motor and change the frequency of your VFD. Just touch the motor you want and the specification for that motor comes up instantly for fast and easy use by operators and maintenance personnel.

Features
• Modular design includes logic, display, and communication modules
• Base-configured terminal available with display and logic modules
• Optimized for Logix control architectures and supports PLC-based and SLC™-based systems
• 18-bit color or 32-level grayscale graphics
• RS-232 and Ethernet networks available through built-in communication ports
• Network interface for optional communication module
• USB port(s)

Products
• 2711P PanelView™ Plus Graphic Terminals

Certifications
• UL; C-UL; Class I Div 2 Groups A,B,C,D; CE marked; Class II Div 2; Class III Div 1; C-Tick